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Abstract
Nowadays, we are constantly bombarded with data; but what truly counts is how we analyse
and interpret this data to generate useful information. Large quantities of data can sometimes
lead to paralysis, resulting in an inability to make reliable decisions. In the Defence domain, in
particular, this state cannot be tolerated. Therefore, the key question is what are the data
requirements to service the decisions of senior decision-makers?
Frazer-Nash has recently tackled this challenge in conjunction with UK MOD; specifically
defining the generic HUMS information requirements for Land based vehicles. Our System
Information Exploitation study looked to understand the fundamental information requirements
for MOD platform and fleet managers – from Front Line Command, Army HQ DE&S and
Industry.
Our novel approach followed a top-down analysis which focused on the needs of the decisionmakers rather than the available data. This uncovered some interesting conclusions, including
the wide-ranging collection, extraction and exploitation methods needed to acquire the
necessary data. Our innovative methodology allowed us to identify 102 discreet data
requirements, of which only 20% required exploitation from the platform. This in turn results
in decision-makers needing to digest less information, targeted to the decisions that they are
required to make.
Keywords: Health and Usage Monitoring Systems, Land Equipment, System Information
Exploitation, HUMS Information Requirements.

Introduction
Frazer-Nash Consultancy was contracted to undertake a Land Health and Usage Monitoring
Systems (HUMS) System Information Exploitation (SIE) Research Study. The aim of this
Study was to provide UK Defence Science and Technology Lab (Dstl) with a definition of the
generic information requirements of MoD platform and fleet managers.
Our programme of work focused on the SIE area of HUMS, looking specifically at the
Information Requirements that MOD and fleet managers need to make informed decisions.
The Study programme was split into the following two Phases:
x

Phase 1 Information Gathering activity - to focus on defining the generic Information
Requirements of the platform management stakeholders;
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x

Phase 2 Analysis and Reporting activity - to analyse the information gathered to
identify the stakeholder Information Needs and to present the programme findings in a
Study Report and Presentation.

Approach
The key aspect of our approach was to identify the future information requirements at both
platform and fleet level. Information is exploitable only if it can be used to make an informed
decision; therefore if follows that to define the information requirements one is required to
analyse the decisions and processes that users are required to make. The resulting information
requirements will therefore have a clear linkage to the decisions that they support.
Generic Information Requirements for HUMS SIE
The aim of the study was to assess the decision making functions of key Stakeholders in
carrying out their daily roles. By identifying these outputs, the data needed to influence these
decisions could be derived to form the basis of the information requirements for inclusion into
the Generic Vehicle Architecture, Defence Standard 23-09.
Key to the success of this study was the need to understand the fundamental information
‘requirements’ or ‘needs’ of the stakeholders. To achieve this we engaged with a wide variety
of stakeholders in order to baseline their processes and information needs. The outputs from
these workshops formed the ‘as is’ baseline which we used as the starting point to derive the
information needs and data requirements. The study team interviewed 26 key stakeholders
during the study period to establish the baseline. The stakeholder groups were selected to
provide vertical differentiation up the Support Chain as well as horizontal differentiation across
the Land Platform equipments. This sample was assessed to be a representative community
which reflected an appropriate stakeholder cross-section for the analysis. Following the
stakeholder interviews we carried out a review of the stakeholder responses and consolidated
common issues and themes against the questions asked. This provided us with an insight into
the level and type of focus that each stakeholder group currently had in terms of HUMS and
information need so that we could conduct our comparison.
Study Hypothesis
In order to determine the final data requirements which underpin the decisions stakeholders
have to make, we examined their feedback and identified similarities between stakeholder
needs. Despite the variety of stakeholder roles involved, the overarching decision which came
out of the analysis was distilled down to:
‘How do I meet my customers’ (i.e. the users’) needs?’
Through further analysis of the purpose of these decisions with a role specific focus, the
customers’ needs were seen to diverge, but the key questions needed to be answered in
servicing this decision where relatively consistent and can be summed up as follows:
‘Do I have sufficient assets [platforms, systems etc] to satisfy the customers’
requirement?’ and
‘Can I sustain the assets [platforms, systems etc] for the required duration?’
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This activity led to the development of a common model which the study team used to test
each of the stakeholder decisions. This model is presented at Figure 1 below:

Figure 1 – Common Decision Model
This common model was expanded to produce a more generic model to include the input
information types that could be used to satisfy these decisions. We hypothesised that each of
the key questions (user need; sufficient vehicles; and sustainment) could be supported by a
series of underlying information types. These underlying information types would depend on
the specific decision that the decision maker was trying to make. The expanded generic model
is presented in Figure 2:
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Figure 2 – Generic Decision Making Model (example information set)
Two further considerations were identified when analysing this model: The Process, Doctrine
and Policy that drove the reasons for the decisions to be made; and the cost of taking that
decision. A further consideration to any HUMS exploitation is the overhead costs associated
with acquiring, storing and processing the appropriate information in order to service the
decisions. The cost implications were outside the scope of this study and so have not been
analysed further.
By following this approach, we aimed to distil out the information types for each stakeholder
decision. Further analysis enabled us to cascade the flow of information down to define the
information requirements and ultimately the data set. This cascade of information provides a
means of identifying the data dependency throughout the information flow. This relationship is
illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 – Stakeholder Information Requirements

Summary of Results
Following this iterative approach, we were able to analyse the stakeholder decisions to define
each level of information types and subsequent information requirements. The study team
identified the 19 information types were required to service the stakeholder decision making
process. We mapped these information types against the stakeholder decisions to establish a
framework of information need across all stakeholder decisions.
Further analysis of the information types identified the information requirements which
underpinned them. Once this was achieved, it became possible to determine the physical data
requirements necessary to service each of the decisions. This approach provided a clear
mapping of data dependency and information flow from each of the stakeholders decisions to
the data needed to make these decisions. This activity revealed the need for 162 data
requirements across all stakeholder decision makers.
In order to derive the final data set the data requirements were rationalised to eliminate
repetition and a consolidated data set of 102 discrete data requirements was generated. This
data set represents the HUMS SIE ‘minimum data requirements set’ for inclusion within the
GVA Def Stan 23-09.

Data Requirements Exploitation
Data Source and Latency
To begin to understand the source and latency of the data requirements identified, we followed
an approach to categorise each into one of three data groups. The following bullets define each
of the data groups identified:
x

Static Data - is relatively fixed and is only likely to change following a major platform
modification. This data group is specific to each platform type and includes such data
as: vehicle dimensions; weight; maintenance schedules; capability etc. The data to
service this data group should be available and accessible from in-service
documentation and design information;
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x

Operational Data – is dependant on the specific tasking and activities that a platform or
fleet is engaged in. Examples of operational data include: theatre specific environmental
data; resource; costs etc. The data to service this data group will need to be developed
or updated whenever there is a change to the operational environmental. This data
group will be applicable to all platforms operating in a specific theatre and as such,
once developed, can be used to inform decision making across a large number of
platforms and fleets;

x

Platform Data – is variable in nature and provides the intimate feedback from the
platform in terms of its health and usage. This sub-set of data provides the HUMS
element of the information requirement. Examples of platform data include: condition;
status; utilisation etc.

The output from this analysis has shown that out of the 102 data requirements identified from
the stakeholder engagement, only a small proportion are truly Platform derived HUMS data
requirements. A summary of the data group mapping is presented below:
x

Static – 65 data requirements (63%);

x

Operational – 17 data requirements (17%);

x

Variable Platform – 20 data requirements (20%).

The implications of these findings will be discussed in the following section.
Data Process Model
To provide a method of describing the potential exploitation of the data requirements we
developed a simple process model. The model describes the decision making process identified
during the study which is based around a decision engine. Whilst the specifics of the decision
will vary depending upon the stakeholder, there will usually be a requirement for inputs from
several data sources. A representation of this Data Process Model is shown in Figure 4 below:
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Figure 4 – Data Process Model
The following paragraphs provide an overview of the elements within the model:
Static Platform Data
Static Platform Data represents those data elements that do not alter over time, and relate to
platform aspects determined through the procurement cycle and delivered at Full Operating
Capability (FOC). Examples of these are platform physical attributes, capability requirements
(as specified in the System Requirements Document (SRD)1 and normally demonstrated for
formal acceptance) and maintenance manuals and schedules (as normally defined in the Army
Equipment Support Publications (AESPs)2). This data can reside in any location, but must be
accessible through a single Common Data Source.
Operational Data
Operational Data represents those data elements specific to the activity being conducted. This
is not limited to deployed operations but also to all activities such as: training, exercises and
local deployments. Although the data will change depending upon the type and location of the
activity, there will be a level of consistency for all platforms engaged on the same activity.
These parameters could be developed into activity specific Data Models for use within the
decision making process. The Data Models would provide a common format and content that
could be stored centrally and re-used for various platform decisions employed within the same
area of operation. For example: a theatre model could include data defining the terrain,
transport limitations, areas of specific importance, generalised environmental conditions, and
1
2

Equivalent to the Australian Functional Performance Specification (FPS)
Equivalent to the Australian Electrical and Mechanical Engineering Instruction (EMEI).
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any other data that could be useful in its generic form to be used in the decision making
process. The latency of the data is likely to be relatively slow; for example, actual temperature
ranges may vary significantly, but average monthly temperature ranges could be used to
provide a representative environmental model at the appropriate level of fidelity. This approach
can be used to characterise a theatre of operation at the level of fidelity that is useful to the
decision makers, whilst minimising the reliance on gathering, processing and transferring data
from a platform.
Variable Platform Data
There are a number of parameters which vary according to the platform usage and the activity
being performed (either on operations or training) such as distance travelled, sub-system
utilisation and the sub-system duty cycle. The most appropriate location for capturing this
information will be on the platform itself. This is the area where the exploitation of HUMS will
be most beneficial, by providing accurate health and usage information in a timely manner.
Common Data Storage and Distribution
The three data elements described above could be stored at different and diverse locations and
on different systems; however, in order to service the decision making process, they will need
to be brought together where they can be used. The fundamental requirement for this Common
Data Storage and Distribution system is to provide stakeholder access on a common interface
to the point of usage. Typical Defence Information Systems include the MODs Joint Asset
Management and Engineering Solution (JAMES) and Australia’s Military Integrated Logistic
Information System (MILIS). The advantage of using a joint information system is in the
exploitation of a common interface across the stakeholder community providing a means of
access and sharing data.
Decision Engine
This is a conceptual decision maker that sits at the centre of the Data Process Model and takes
inputs from the four data elements via the common information system interface. It is not
envisaged that this Decision Engine is a fully automated tool that generates the ‘answer’;
rather, it provides the means to interface with relevant systems and access data in order service
the decision making process. It is envisaged that the predominant ‘Decision Maker’ will still
remain human, but the information for making a more informed decision will be readily
available, accurate and timely.

HUMS Data Exploitation
As seen in the previous section, the vast majority of the data requirements (over 80%) have
been categorised as either Static or Operational data requirements. Although some of these
may be derived from the Platform data requirements, most are independent of the platform
operation and can be provided by currently available sources, such as technical documentation,
acquisition data, and design information.
The remaining 20%, which form the true HUMS data requirements, fall into two further
groups; namely off-platform and on-platform. These groups are derived from:
x

A need to export the data off-platform to enable real or near real-time information
gathering; and
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x

A need to gather and store data for use in fault or failure investigation and forensic
analysis. This data may also be processed on-platform in real-time to derive offplatform information, such as equipment status (go/no-go).

From our analysis, only 13 data requirements needed to be exported on a regular basis to
service the stakeholders’ decisions. A list of these off-platform data requirements are shown in
Table 1 below:
Table 1 - Off-Platform HUMS Minimum Data Set
Off-Platform Data Requirements
Data Requirement

Descriptor

Cycles

The total number of cycles (of a sub system) during the
reporting period.

Engine speed (rpm)

The rotational speed of the engine (real time).

ETI

Elapsed Time Indicator (as fitted to land platforms) recording
hours.
A measure of usage which can be distance (kilometers, miles),
time (hours, days), rounds fired (primary and secondary
natures).

Fleet usage variate

Fuel used
Hours Run

Amount of fuel used during the reporting period (litres,
gallons).
The total number of hours run during the reporting period.

Km / hrs left
(Prognostic Output)

An indication of the remaining life (be it in kilometers or hours)
to enable operational/planning decisions to be made.

Km Travelled
Location

The actual distance travelled.
The current platform location (i.e. recorded by GPS / Theatre).

Rounds Fired (EFC)

The type and nature of the round together with Effective Full
Charge information (if available/applicable).

SCR

Service Counter Reading (as fitted to land platforms) recording
hours run.

Status
(Go - No Go)
Usage variates

Indication of the health monitoring condition based on sensor
outputs.
A measure of usage which can be distance (kilometers, miles),
time (hours, days), rounds fired (primary and secondary natures)
associated with maintenance activities.

The remaining 7 data requirements, that were identified as not requiring to be regularly
exported off-the platform, are still important requirements in the minimum data set; as they
provide the basis for establishing other parameters such as equipment ‘status’ (Go/No Go) and
‘km left’ data requirements. By exporting only processed data, the health of a platform can be
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reported upon and, consequently, the fleet’s health can be analysed on a periodic basis. The onplatform data requirements are provided in Table 2 below:
Table 2 – Off-Platform HUMS Minimum Data Set
On-Platform Data Requirements
Data Requirement

Descriptor

Event threshold exceeded

A pre determined limit to trigger an event log.

Fault Code

A unique code normally generated by system BIT/BITE to
assist with failure diagnosis.

Fluid levels

A measurement of the platform fluid levels (i.e. coolant water,
lubricating oil).

Fluid pressures

A measurement of the platform fluid pressures (i.e. coolant
water, lubricating oil).

Sensor Output

The output signal from the relevant sensor that may or may not
require post processing

Speed

The speed or velocity of the platform (real time).

Temperatures

A measurement of the platform temperatures (i.e. coolant water,
lubricating oil, inlet air).

By minimising the number of rapidly changing data requirements that need to be exported from
the platform, there is a resultant reduction in the requirement for external data storage and data
management. In order to generate a measure of platform status; a health status algorithm could
be employed based on the available on-platform data. This algorithm could use both stored and
live CAMBus data to derive a snapshot of the current performance of the platform. To provide
a more useful measure of platform health, the output from the algorithm could be assessed
against predetermined maximum and minimum thresholds to generate a rudimentary
assessment of the platform’s current health and operational availability.
It is envisaged that the on-platform storage capability would provide a similar function to that
of an aircraft ‘black box’ which could be interrogated to investigate specific occurrences. This
approach would enable only data of interest to be exported for analysis, removing the need to
handle unnecessary volumes of data. On-platform data storage capacity would need to be
minimised by maintaining a periodic rolling storage facility, adopting a ‘first in - first out’ data
refresh approach.
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Conclusions
The aim of the study was to define the generic information requirements of the MoD platform
and fleet managers to support their decision making process. The study provided Dstl and
stakeholders in the Land Environment with a greater understanding as to whether Health and
Usage Monitoring Systems (HUMS) can be exploited on Land Equipments in order to assist
the development of the Generic Vehicle Architecture Def Stan 23-09. The study provided an
investigation into the opportunities, benefits and limitations of the current Def Stan and an
exploration into the circumstances in which HUMS SIE could be adopted.
Through stakeholder engagement, we were able to identify the management requirements, and
ultimately the data requirements for platform and fleet managers to assist in their individual
decision making processes. Through analysis we were able to categorise the data requirements
into one of three data groups:
x

Static Data;

x

Operational Data;

x

Platform Data.

By following this approach we were able to define the appropriate recording, storage and
retrieval options to inform the future HUMS SIE. Our analysis identified that the vast majority
of the data requirements (over 80%) were either Static or Operational requirements and
therefore independent of the platform operation and available from current sources. The
remaining 20% formed the true HUMS data requirements, which needed to be measured,
captured and stored on the platform. Of these we identified a further subset of the requirements
that required exporting from the platform on a regular basis to service the stakeholders’
decisions.
By following our structured approach we were able to identify a reduced ‘minimum’ data set
for future Land platforms, with clear linkages between the data requirements and the
stakeholder decisions that they service. The identified requirements form the basis for generic
information requirements, however it should be noted that individual platform capability must
still influence both the ‘need for’ and the coverage of HUMS data. A balanced approach
between automation and manual recording should be explored to ensure that the appropriate
and cost effective solution is chosen.
Our approach to understanding the operational need behind HUMS data has identified that the
need for on platform data capture is a relatively small proportion of the overall data capture
need for future HUMS SIE. Consequently, through gaining such an understanding of the
operational needs that drive HUMS, the use of on platform data recording and storage can be
minimised, reducing the data storage and processing burden, whilst still achieving the desired
operational outcomes.
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